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Abstract This paper proposes the CITOM approach for an incremental
construction of multilingual Topic Maps. Our main goal is to facilitate user’s
navigation across documents available in different languages. Our approach
takes into account three types of information sources: (a) a set of multilingual
documents, (b) a domain thesaurus and (c) all the possible questioning sources
such as FAQ and user’s or expert’s requests about documents. In this paper we
present the different steps of the proposed approach to construct the Topic Map
and the pruning process of the generated Topic Map. We validate our approach
with a real corpus from the sustainable construction domain.
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Nowadays, besides information processing, current information systems (IS) are
brought to manage information resources. The latter are, for many companies, one of
the most important resources. So, they must be accessible to all IS stakeholders
handling these resources. To enable this access, it is necessary to model and organize
the knowledge contained in these resources. The Topic Map model is one of the
existing models dedicated to knowledge representation and organization [1]. It allows
structuring contents and knowledge provided by different information sources and
different languages. It is intended to enhance navigation and improve information
retrieval in these resources.
The information resources available in the present IS are voluminous and are
continuously enriched. It is therefore impossible to envisage a manual creation of the
Topic Map representing them. Several research studies have addressed this issue.
Many proposals have focused on the construction of Topic Maps from text documents
[2]. However, none of them can handle multilingual content. Moreover, although
Topic Maps are dedicated to user’s navigation and information retrieval (usage
oriented), none of them takes into account user queries in the Topic Map building
process.
In this paper, we propose an approach called CITOM (a French acronym for
Construction Incrémentale de Topic Map), an evolutionary and incremental
construction of a multilingual Topic Map. The resulting Topic Map gives a user the
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possibility to acquire knowledge from documents written in languages different from
his native language.
In addition to a multilingual content composed by textual documents, CITOM uses
two other information resources which are: a domain thesaurus and all possible query
resources such as FAQ, potential queries of experts (or users) about the content, etc.
CITOM aims to provide a Topic Map allowing us to semantically structure
concepts from various languages: it supports the specificity of the multilingualism
which is the eventual missing of semantically equivalent translation of concepts. This
is quite frequent when we consider documents provided from different cultures.
CITOM proposes to annotate the topics by meta-properties initialized during the
creation of the Topic Map. The values of these meta-properties for a given topic will
indicate the relevance of this topic and then could be used for the Topic Map
evolution management or for the dynamic pruning that could be done before the
Topic Map visualization in order to overcome its size problem.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our Topic
Map model and describes its particularities. Section 3 focuses on our approach of
Topic Maps construction and its different steps. Section 4 is dedicated to the pruning
process of the generated Topic Map. A case study illustrating our approach is
described in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to a presentation of the related literature.
Section 7 concludes and discusses further research.
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A Topic Map Model meets the need of organizing contents from various resources
(documents, databases, videos, etc.) and from different languages. It is an ISO
standard (ISO 13250) [1] included into the ODM (Ontology Meta-Model Definition),
by the OMG community [3], in order to provide a standard TM-UML model.
Figure 1 describes an extract of this model. As shown in this figure, a Topic Map is
organized around subjects, called topics, representing subjects that the creator wishes
to describe and for which resources are available. A topic may have a base name and
variant names. It may be linked to one or more information resources that are deemed
to be relevant to the topic. Such links are called occurrences of the topic. An
association is a link representing a relationship between topics. They are specified by
the creator of the Topic Map according to the knowledge required and according to
the application to which the Topic Map is intended. They allow browsing the Topic
Map and enable the interconnection of resources. The role played by a topic in an
association (association Role) is also one of the characteristics of this topic.
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Fig. 1. An extract of the ODM Topic Map Model
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The Topic Map standard provides also the concepts of scope (context) and facets.
The scope is defined as a descriptor to contextualize topics corresponding to a vision
of certain users. It provides the mean for indicating when each topic name, role and
occurrences are appropriate. Facets are metadata associated to occurrences.
To achieve our goals, we have extended the Topic Map standard model. In the
following, we describe the added concepts.
The CITOM Topic Map Model
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Our Topic Map model gathers all the basic Topic Map standard model concepts
(topics, occurrences, associations). A topic could be a term or a theme. It has at least
one name. There may be several, one per language provided it has a name in that
language. We also use the facet concept in order to filter documents according to their
language. So a facet assigned to an occurrence is, in our context, a metadata
describing the language of the document linked to this occurrence.
As shown in Figure 2, in addition to these concepts, we propose to assign metaproperties (metadata) to topics. They will contribute to the pruning of a Topic Map.
We also define thematic segment within a document in order to refine information
retrieval. Finally, we enrich the set of possible associations by a usage association that
will help us to model sample queries. These three contributions are detailed in the
following paragraphs.
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Fig. 2. Our extended Topic Map model

Classification of Topic Map links
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Semantic links between topics allow navigation in the Topic Map structure. As
mentioned in [4], there is no limitation in the definition of associations in a Topic
Map. They are specified, by the Topic Map designer, according to its requirements,
the knowledge to be represented and the associated domain application. However, the
standard Topic Map model doesn’t make the difference between association types.
Several works have been proposed to classify semantic links between concepts. For
example, the work proposed by ANSI (American National Standards Institute) in
ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005, defines three types of links: (1) equivalence links like
synonymy, (2) hierarchical links (generalization/specialization) and (3) other links
called “associative links” such as “cause/effect link”. In [5], the authors propose a
multi-layered ontology to classify the semantics of relationship verb phrases.
In our extended Topic Map model, we propose to differentiate between links, since
our approach produces, besides occurrences and ontological or structural links, usage
links. Let us note that ontological and structural links are defined as
specialization/generalization links, composition links and associative links as
described in the ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005 standard.
Usage links, called “is an answer to”, are hyperlinks (hyper link questions/answers)
between the question and all the associated answers. We propose also to link a
question to all the keywords that compose this question using hyper links called “is
composed of”. Questions as well as answers and keywords are topics.
2.3

Adding meta-properties to the Topic characteristics

We propose to extend the Topic Map standard model by providing topics with metaproperties that are initialized when creating the Topic Map. They can be of two kinds.
The first type gathers usage-based metadata. The latter inform us about the
importance of the Topic Map elements and the use made during the exploitation of
the Topic Map. They can be used to evaluate the quality of the Topic Map, for the
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management of its evolution and, for the display, by dynamically pruning topics or
links in order to overcome the problem of volume often encountered in the Topic
Maps. The second kinds of meta-properties are structure-based ones. They can
contribute to the organization of the Topic Map into layers.
At the present time only those concerning topics are considered. In fact, we
consider two structure-based meta-properties. The first one organizes the Topic Map
into two abstraction levels: the upper level or knowledge level represented by topics
describing themes and a lower level or taxonomic level where topics represents terms
of documents. The second one offers another classification of topics: those composing
question/answers couples and those that not participate into question/answers couples.
Each of these two types of metadata will provide two types of navigation and can then
contribute to reduce the set of topics to display.
We also consider three usage-based meta-properties attributed to topics: the one
indicating the number of documents associated to a topic, the one that stores the
number of user's consultations for a topic and finally the one representing the number
of FAQs referring to a topic. Values assigned to a topic for each usage-based metaproperty, if combined, may reflect the popularity level of this topic and, therefore, can
compel temporarily its display or influence the decision to keep it in the Topic Map.
Document Fragmentation

ED
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One of the main originality of our extended model is the ability of linking a subject to
a document fragment, rather than to link it to the whole document. Although this
aspect contributes to provide a user with a more accurate and concise information and
facilitates its retrieval within a document, it is not supported by the standard model.
Moreover, to our knowledge, no existing extended Topic Map model allows binding a
topic to a document fragment.
Figure 3 gives a synthetic presentation of the architecture of a Topic Map
generated according to our extended model.
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Fig. 3. General Architecture of the Topic Map according to our Topic Map extended model

3

Our Approach

Starting from a content composed of multilingual textual documents, our CITOM
approach takes into consideration two other secondary sources which are: a domain
thesaurus, a general ontology and all the possible questioning sources such as FAQ,
user or expert requests related to the source documents, phone discussions and
consultations with people working in the domain.
The main idea of CITOM is to build, in an incremental way, a Topic Map TM i
corresponding to a set of documents D={d 1, d2, . . ., di, . . .} by enriching the Topic
Map TMi-1 associated to the set of document D-{di}. This enrichment of TMi is
realized by integrating the Topic Map associated with a document di into TMi-1. Each
phase allowing the construction of the Topic Map associated with the document di,
uses, as input, in addition to the document di, a domain thesaurus, a general ontology
like WordNet and a set of questions related to the document and extracted from the
questioning sources. Figure 4 provides an overall description of our approach.
Before starting to build a Topic Map, we propose to apply a thematic segmentation
algorithm on these documents repository since, in most cases; documents may deal
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with various themes at the same time. In this case, it is, in our view, interesting to
target, with the Topic Map, document segments as well as entire documents.

Fig. 4. CITOM approach

CITOM aims at providing a global Topic Map as a semantic structure that
organizes concepts into various languages taking into account cultural peculiarity of
the documents representing them. In fact, it may occur that a word in a source
language may not have a correspondent word into a target language. This is very
common when documents are from various cultures.
CITOM is an incremental approach in the sense that it produces a Topic Map that
has been evolving gradually, during the construction process thanks to new
documents or new questions introduced in the repository. Thus, our approach may
contribute to the management of the evolution of Topic Maps.
The general algorithm to build the global Topic Map is the following:
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Algorithm 1. The general algorithm of our approach

A repository composed of multilingual textual documents, a domain
thesaurus and all questioning sources related to the source documents
(experts questions, users requests, FAQ, phone discussions and interviews
with people working in the domain, etc).
Output: A global Topic Map
Action 1. Build the root of the global Topic Map. We mean by root the topic
which has the domain name in different languages.
Action 2. Treat questioning sources and provide, for each document of the
repository, a set of potential questions.
For each document Di of the repository do:
Action 3. Apply thematic segmentation on Di to get thematic fragments
Action 4. Create a Topic Mapi associated to Di by Extracting a list of topics
and associations from Di and its segments.
Action 5. Enrich Topic Mapi with new ontological and structural links
extracted from the domain thesaurus.
Action 6. Enrich Topic Mapi using the set of potential questions associated to
the document.
Action 7. Validate Topic Mapi by domain experts.
Action 8. Merge Topic Mapi associated to Di with the global Topic Map.
End
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The Topic Map validation step consists in defining (or fixing) the semantics of
some links, adding or deleting some topics and/or associations. This phase is realized
thanks to the collaboration of domain experts.
In this paper, we will focus only on the phases 3, 4, 5 and 6 of our approach.
Sections 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 describe these phases.
3.1

Thematic segmentation of documents

Automatic text segmentation identifies the most important thematic breaks in a
document in order to cut it into homogeneous parts. In [6], these parts, called
“document units”, are defined as parts of text with strong intrinsic relationships,
disconnected from other adjacent parts. More precisely, the segmentation task
consists in partitioning a text into contiguous areas, by determining boundaries
between them. These areas of text are called thematic segments.
Many segmentation methods have been proposed. Most of them rely on statistical
approaches such as TextTiling [7], C99 [8], DotPlotting [9] or Segmenter [10]. They
are based on the distribution of the words in the text, in order to determine the
thematic changes. They are mostly applied to given types of corpus.
To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we used a large corpus of English
and French documents. These documents are in different formats (pdf, foc, html, txt,
etc). Most of them are voluminous.
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To perform the segmentation, we choose to use TextTiling algorithm since it takes
into account these types of documents and it can be applied not only to English
documents but also to French ones. Moreover, based on experimental results in the
literature [11], TextTiling is very performing when applied to voluminous documents
and gives good results, in time and cost, in comparison with other segmentation
algorithms like C99 or Segmenter.

The goal of this phase is to extract from a document D a set of topics and associations
between them. As mentioned in section 1, these associations are defined as
ontological links (“is a”, “part of”, etc) and semantic links related to the Topic Map
application domain. Topics could be themes or terms.
For thematic topics, we take advantage of what we did in the previous phase. In fact,
through the segmentation process, we have decomposed documents into thematic
segments. So to each defined segment will be created a thematic topic to which it will
be linked.
For the extraction of topics representing terms and associations, we propose to use
existing Natural Language Processing techniques and tools.
This issue is addressed by various approaches. Most of them are developed for
ontology learning from textual documents. Most of them are implemented. We can
classify them according to the techniques used: statistical, syntactic and text mining
based approaches. Statistical methods are only applied for the extraction of terms. To
select candidate terms, they use techniques based on measures. Among the most
popular measures, we can cite: term frequency measure used to assign a weight to
each term according to its frequency in the corpus [12], [13], [14], tf-idf measure, Ttest measure [15], [16], [17].
Syntactic methods are applied for the extraction of terms and associations.
However, they require a manual naming phase for the extracted associations. They are
based on the analysis of grammatical dependencies between words or group of words
in a phrase. Some of them exploit the hypothesis that grammatical dependencies
between terms can be used to define semantic relationships [18], [19]. Other research
works propose to use syntactic patterns [20], [21], [22] to detect relations between
terms.
The last category of methods exploits text mining techniques [23], [17], [12], [14],
[24], etc. Approaches, such as [23] and [17], use classification techniques and an
ontology to realize the matching between candidate concepts (those present in the
documents) and those of the ontology. [12] and [14] propose to apply clustering
techniques in order to group terms according to their co-occurrences in the corpus.
The gathering of concepts within a same cluster allows the deduction of possible
relationships between these concepts. The approach proposed in [24] extracts, from
the corpus, association rules between terms. Each association rule identifies a
relationship between two concepts. A manual labeling process is then performed for
naming the produced relations.
The literature also supplies tools to extract concepts and associations from textual
documents: Nomino [25], Lexter [26], Fastr [27], Mantex [28], Likes [29], Acabit
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[30], Syntex [31], OntoGen [32] and Text2Onto [33], etc. Syntex is a text analysis
tool based on identifying syntactic dependencies between concepts. Text2Onto is an
ontology learning tool from textual data. Text2Onto combines machine learning
approaches with basic linguistic processing such as tokenization, lemmatizing and
shallow parsing in order to identify concepts, relations between them and concept
instances. It is based on the GATE framework [33] for processing texts.
Finally, we note that many text mining frameworks have been developed for
linguistic processing of textual documents [35], [36] such as GATE (General
Architecture for text Engineering). The latter could be used for semantic annotation
and information extraction from text corpora.
To extract topics representing terms and associations, we choose the GATE
platform which has the advantage to propose a generic solution for the linguistic
processing of textual documents through a set of configurable modules. These
modules can be combined, enriched and adapted to our needs. Moreover, GATE
offers a module, called “gazetteer”, for the recognition of named entities from predefined dictionaries. These dictionaries can be enriched with the terms of the
application domain. In addition, GATE allows the integration of external resources,
such as domain thesaurus, to build the hierarchy of topics and to add other links in the
Topic Map.
Topic Map enrichment with new ontological links
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This phase aims at organizing topics extracted from sources documents by adding
new ontological and structural links (“is-a”, “part-of”, etc). For that, we propose to
explore relations between the terms of the thesaurus. The ISO 2788 and ANSI Z39
standards have proposed the guiding principles for building a thesaurus. A thesaurus
is a terminological resource in which terms are organized according to restricted
relations: equivalence, hierarchical relations and non-taxonomic relations (associative
links).
To the best of our knowledge, most of the existing Topic Map construction
approaches do not propose to use a thesaurus to build a Topic Map. However, many
ontology building approaches are based on existing thesaurus as a starting point to
create an ontology, such as Hernandez’s research work [37] who proposes to re-use a
thesaurus to create and maintain a domain ontology. The authors define a method to
extract conceptual schema elements of an ontology from a domain thesaurus and
textual documents. The process is based on a set of transformation rules to re-use
thesaurus relations. These rules explore “is more specific than” (IST), “is more
generic than” (IGT), “use term instead” (USE) and “used for” (UF) relationships to
generate ontology concepts, labels associated to each concept and hierarchies of
concepts.
Our Topic Map enrichment approach with new ontological links is inspired from
Hernandez’ approach since we propose to reuse thesaurus relations to identify
ontological and structural links. In fact, topics are organized in a hierarchical structure
by means of “is-a” relationships. These relations are directly identified from “is more
specific than” and “is more generic than” explicit relationships of the thesaurus. We
use also “use term instead” and “used for” relations to add new names to a topic or to
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group two or more topics in one topic. The method that we have been proposing is
defined as an algorithm executed in two steps. The first step concerns the use of
(USE) and (UF) relations to group topics. The second step refers to topics
organisation in hierarchical structures.
Let SYN(Termi) be the list of terms composed of Termi and all the terms related to
Termi with USE and UF relations in the thesaurus. Let SYN(Termi) be the preferred
term in SYN(Termi). Let CHILD(SYN(Termi)) be the list of terms identified from
the thesaurus when parsing all paths starting from SYN(Termi). These paths
contains only “is more generic than” links. In the following, we present the algorithm
to group topics and affect multiple names to a topic:
Algorithm 2. Algorithm for grouping and labelling topics
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For each topic Ti do
If Ti is in the thesaurus
Then compute SYN(Ti), SYN(Ti) and CHILD (SYN(Ti))
T will have as base name SYN(Ti) and the other names
found in SYN(Ti)
End For
For each couple of topics T1 and T2 do
If SYN(T1) = SYN(T2)
Then group T1 and T2 in T3 such as the base name of T3 is SYN(T1) and
The other names are those included in SYN(T1).
As a result to this merging, all the other characteristics of T1 and T2
(association roles and occurrences) are also merged.
End For
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To organize topics, we propose to use two existing techniques among those that we
have already proposed in [38] for building and maintaining ontologies. The first one,
called “translation”, allows to transform a concepts hierarchy into constraints between
these concepts. The second technique, called “normalization”, aims at building
concepts’ hierarchy starting from a set of constraints between concepts. In the Topic
Map enrichment process, we apply the first technique on the thesaurus in order to
extract constraints between terms represented as topics in our Topic Map. After
identifying these constraints, we apply the normalisation technique on the Topic Map.
In the particular context of Topic Map enrichment, we consider two types of
constraints: semantic exclusion constraint and semantic inclusion constraint. A
semantic exclusion constraint, denoted 
 , defined between two concepts T1 and T2,
expresses the fact that T1 and T2 don’t have the same semantics. A semantic inclusion
constraint, denoted “”, defined from a concept T1 to a concept T2 (T1  T2) means
that the semantic of T1 contains the semantic of T2 (the inverse is not necessarily
true).
To extract constraints between terms represented as topics in our Topic Map, we
apply the translation technique on the thesaurus. We use for “is more generic than”
(IGT) relations already present in the thesaurus. This technique is based on three
translation rules which are:
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Rule 1: if, in the thesaurus, a concept T2 is more generic than a concept T1,
then (T1  T2).
- Rule 2: if, in the thesaurus, there is no concept T3 as a first node of two
paths, one path goes to T1 and the other goes to T2 , these paths are only
made of “is more generic than” links then T1 
 T2.
- Rule 3: if, in the thesaurus, two concepts T1 and T2 are both linked to a
concept T3 by “is more generic than” link , then T1, T2  T3.
Let CHILD (T) be the set of terms of the thesaurus collected during the browsing
of all paths consisting only of EPG links and having as starting node T. The extraction
of constraints is done as follow:
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Algorithm 3. Algorithm for extraction of constraints
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For each topic T1 do
For each T  CHILD(T1)
T  T1
End For
End For
For each couple T1 and T2 present in the Topic Map do
If CHILD(T1)≠ CHILD(T2) then T1 
 T2

PT

Else if CHILD(T1) CHILD(T2) = T3 then T1, T2 T3
End For
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Once semantic constraints derived, we apply on the Topic Map the normalization
algorithm in order to organize, in a hierarchical form, all its concepts. The latter
encompasses four steps. First, it builds a complete non oriented graph with all the
topics as nodes. Second, it eliminate any link between two nodes T 1 and T2 if T1 

T2. Then, it deduces all possible cliques* that are compatible with the set of semantic
inclusion constraints and organizing these cliques into an inclusion graph. Finally, by
reversing inclusion links and eliminating redundancies, we obtain the hierarchy of
topics.
Figure 5 shows an example of applying the normalization algorithm:

*

A clique is a complete sub graph
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Fig. 5. Example of applying the normalization algorithm

Topic Map enrichment with queries
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The main interest of the Topic Map is to assist the user in his information retrieval. It
should allow him to browse topics in order to find relevant documents. Another kind
of guidance would be to introduce knowledge about questions frequently asked
related to the source documents. To implement this type of guidance, we have
proposed to represent in the Topic Map potential questions extracted from questioning
sources such as FAQ, user or expert queries related to the source documents, phone
discussions and consultations with people working in the domain. This extraction
(Action 2 of Algorithm 1) is done, at the present time, manually. For that purpose, we
have defined a new type of association, called “usage links” (see section 2.3). The
latter allow linking questions represented as topics to associated answers represented
also as topics. To offer the user the possibility to retrieve documents through
submitting queries, we have proposed to link a topic question to all the keywords that
compose it using “is composed of” link. Keywords are also topics but are not
displayed (see the example given in Figure 6).

Fig. 6. Topic Map enrichment with usage links

Adding keywords to the Topic Map will allow automatic retrieval of documents
and/or document segments containing answers to user queries. Indeed, if we compute
the Salton vector [42] associated to a given user query (the set of keywords
composing this query), we can automatically retrieve answers by comparing this
vector to those stored in the Topic Map. This comparison is done by calculating
distances (cosinus of the angle made by two vectors) between user's Salton vector and
those stored in the Topic Map.
The enrichment process consists on integrating questions, keywords, answers and
occurrences of answers into the Topic Map. The integration of the two last concepts
requires computing answers from questions using linguistic processing techniques
like [15], [16], [19].
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To insert a topic question, already identified by the enrichment process, in the
Topic Map, three cases can occur: (1) the topic already exists in the Topic Map with
the same name, (2) the topic already exists in the Topic Map but labeled with a
different name and finally (3) the topic does not exists in the Topic Map. For the
second situation we propose to add a name to the existent topic. For the last situation,
we proceed to the insertion of a new topic. The matching between a new topic and
those in the Topic Map is used using domain ontology.
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The Topic Map pruning process is a big issue to be addressed in our work. Indeed, a
Topic Map is essentially used to organize document content and to help users finding
relevant information in this content. Therefore, it is required to maintain and enrich
the Topic Map along the time in order to satisfy users’ queries and handle changes in
relation with the repository evolution and in relation with the usage of the Topic Map.
We are interested in this research work by the size of the Topic Map that can grow
very quickly if the content size grows. This problem can affect the quality of the
Topic Map from a usage point of view. To overcome this problem, we need a pruning
process. To decide about its execution, we need some indicators. At a present time,
we focus on topics pruning. For this purpose, we defined a score indicator that reflects
the importance of a topic. It is calculated from usage-based meta-properties which are
metadata assigned to topics (see section 2.4). It corresponds to the weight average of
values associated with usage-based meta-properties. Let (1) T be a given topic, (2) DN
be the value corresponding to the number of documents indexed by T, (3) FN be the
number of FAQs referring to T, (4) CN be the number of consultation of T, the
formula allowing the computation of the score S of T is as follow:
S = ( *DN +  *FN +  * CN)/  + +).
andare weights assigned to each meta-property. They are configurable by
the Topic Map creator. However we suggest setting greater than  and in order to
better reflect the usage of the Topic.
This score indicator contributes not only to the evolution of a Topic Map but also
can compel temporarily the display of some topics. It is obvious that this score is not
the only indicator that can contribute to the management of the evolution of a Topic
Map. So we can consider this work as a starting point of further research.

5

Validation

To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we have developed a prototype and
we have applied our approach to the sustainable construction domain. These two points
are presented in the next paragraphs.
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CITOM have been implemented as a JAVA application composed of two main
functional packages: a Topic Map construction package and a Topic Map editing
package.
The Topic Map construction package is a set of modules: Configuration module,
Storage module and Topic Map generation module. The configuration module is used
to set the execution of the application to a given repository. It allows a Topic Map
creator to choose:
- The Topic Map storage format : XTM, RDF or OWL format (the XTM
format is a default setting);
- The language in witch the Topic Map will be visualized for browsing.
The Topic Map generation module takes as input a repository composed of
multilingual textual document and thesaurus paths and an ontology. It applies
thematic segmentation to the source documents using TextTiling program. Then, it
extracts topics and associations. The extraction is performed via a connection to the
Gate platform. The generated topic is stored using the storage module into an XTM
file.
The Topic Map editing package contains two consultation modules. The first one
allows the user to navigate through the Topic Map. The second one is dedicated to
querying the Topic Map using Tolog as a Topic Map query language. To query a
Topic Map the user enter his request, the querying module transform it into a Tolog
query and returns a list of document and/or segments. To visualize a Topic Map we
have chosen after testing many visualization tools like TM4J tool [44], Ontopia
Vizdesktop [45] and TMNav [46], the Treebolic tool [47]. This tool is not dedicated
to the visualization of Topic Map. It allows to visualize a Topic Map as an hyperbolic
tree. In our application, we have performed some adaptations that have required more
effort. However, we have obtained good results in terms of Topic Map visualization
compared with Topic Map tools.
5.2

Application for the sustainable construction domain

We experiment our approach CITOM on a real corpus from the sustainable
construction domain. This corpus contains 105 documents with different formats (pdf,
html, doc, txt). The whole size of our corpus is 14 Méga bytes. We have downloaded
them from various bilingual web sites (English/French) specialized in the domain and
especially those concerned with solutions for energy economy. We quote below some
of these sites:
http://www.ademe.fr, web site of Agency of Environment and Energy
Management;
http://www.cstb.fr, web site of scientific and technique center of building;
http://www.rncan.gc.ca, web site on natural resources in Canada;
http://www.ec.gc.ca, web site on environnement in canada;
http://www.avenir-energie.com, web site on solutions for ecologic and
economic heating.
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We used as input a bilingual thesaurus (French/English) called CTCS (Canadian
Thesaurus of Construction Science and Technology) from the domain of construction
science [43]. This thesaurus contains 15331 terms organized in hierarchy of 10 levels.
Each term is described in html file. Relations between terms are external cross links
contained in this file.
The segmentation allows us to identify nine themes (or subjects) in the corpus:
heating, economic heating, wood heating, solar heating, natural gaz heating,
geothermal heating, fuel heating, electrical heating and ecological heating.
We also selected questions from a list of FAQ extracted from the mentioned
websites and integrate them in the Topic Map.
Figure 7 presents the Topic Map generated from the corpus.

Fig. 7. Topic Map visualization

The user can get metadata values associated with a document or a segment of
document like document type, documents format, document language, organization,
etc. (see the gray rectangle in Figure 7). He can also access to the whole document or
segment of document when he selects the document or segment node. Figure 9, is an
example of document provided by the application.
Our application allows us also to focus on a topic by highlighting only the topics
related to it (see Figure 8).
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Fig. 8. Example of choosing “wood heating” as focus topic
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As we stated before, when he navigates, the user can access to a document through
the Topic Map, For example, as shown in the figure 9, the user choose to visualize a
document related to heating systems:

Fig. 9. Visualizing a document through the Topic Map
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Research on Topic Map engineering has lead at various proposals. Most proposals
have focused on the construction of Topic Map. Few of them have concerned the
extension of the Topic Map model. These extensions have all been used for the
construction of specific Topic Map. Further studies are more oriented to the Topic
Map merging issues. Other ones have addressed issues related to the quality or to the
visualization of Topic Maps.
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The standard Topic Map model (ISO 13250) has been used by most Topic Map
construction approaches. However, some propositions have suggested an extension of
this model ([48], [49], [50] and [51]). Ueberall and al. introduces concepts by like
entity, view, facet classes, restriction values and some metrics measuring the
navigational quality of facets [48]. These concepts have been added in order to
facilitate the exploratory search of content. The HyperTopic Model of [49] was
designed to represent knowledge about collections like products, projects, books and
to give multiple points of view of this knowledge. It incorporates the concept of
“entity”, “point of view” and “standard attribute”. SocioTM model also extends the
Topic Map paradigm by adding relevancies metadata to each Topic Map elements
(topic, occurrence, association, etc.) in order to generate, on the fly, a dynamic Topic
Map associated to the user profile [50]. The authors of [51] present an extended topic
model where a Topic Map is structured on three levels: a clustering level, a
knowledge element level and a topic level. They also define pre-order and post-order
associations between knowledge elements. Let us note that some Topic Map models
have been used in distributed knowledge context. For example, Khortaus et al. have
built a Topic Grid infrastructure based on the Topic Map standard model [52]. Lu et
al. propose a distributed knowledge system based on their extended model [51].
Our Topic Map model takes into account the key concepts of the Topic Map
standard model. However it differs from other proposed models since it incorporates
other concepts allowing to access to document segments and to proceed to the pruning
of the Topic Map. Moreover, through the usage association concept, our contribution
anticipates the possible user's queries and then we allow the user to retrieve rapidly
the knowledge he needs. Finally, by defining two types of topics (theme topics and
term topics) we can expect, in the future, two levels of details in the display of topics
according to user's needs.
6.2

Topic Map construction approaches

Many Topic Map construction approaches are proposed in the literature. They mainly
differ (a) by the sources required as input (XML documents, Web resources, RDF
metadata, knowledge bases, thesauri, ontologies, text documents, etc.), (b) by the
techniques used during the process (fusion, linguistic analysis, learning, classification,
etc.), (c) by the underling Topic Map model (standard or extended model), (d) by the
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type of the generated Topic Map (Centralized or distributed Topic Map) and (e) by
the degree of collaboration for its construction (individual or collaborative
construction) and finally by the availability or not of a supported tool. Table 1
summarizes this comparison for some recent proposals. It also positions our approach
according to the above criteria. A detailed survey of existing approaches is presented
in [2].
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Table 1. Comparison of most recent Topic Map construction approaches

As the table 1 shows, CITOM is an approach dedicated to the organization of
textual documents contents. A careful analysis of these approaches leads us to the
three following comments:
1) No existing approach handles multilingualism, except Kasler’s approach
[58] which takes into account only two languages: English and Hungarian
language;
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2) Adding occurrences to topics is too labor-intensive. None of the existing
approaches is incremental. As a consequence, adding a document requires the
reconstruction of the entire Topic Map;
3) No approach leads to facilitate the knowledge search within a document.
So the user has to cross the entire document to find the searched knowledge;
Our Approach CITOM overcomes these three inconvenient. It is an incremental
approach. It also handles multilingual documents. It allows the association between
document fragments and topics. Finally, it can be seen as usage oriented method since
it allows the anticipation of user requirements by storing sample queries.
Let us mention that [72] proposes an automatic approach for labelling topics
extracted from English textual documents. This approach uses English Wikipedia and
is based on Information retrieval techniques, NLP techniques and some techniques to
learn the association of a label candidate with the topic terms like lexical association
measures. This approach, although may contribute to the construction of Topic Map,
it remains dedicated to monolingual Topic Maps.
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The Topic Maps model defines a generic merging function called "MergeMap" based
on merging rules that use the equivalence principles to determine whether two or
more Topic Map elements (topics, associations, etc.) can be merged. This function
doesn’t allow us to merge similar Topic Map elements. To address this issue, some
research studies such as that of Maicher et al. [73] and Chung et al. [74] focused on
defining similarity measures between Topic Map elements. Other ones goes beyond
by defining merging approaches of local Topic Maps (based on a standard or
extended model) into global ones [75], [76], [52], [67], [77], [78], [79] and [80].
Some of them operate at the syntactic level. Those that operate at a semantic level use
domain ontologies or common dictionary like WordNet.
This topic is also the object of many research works in the closed domain of
ontologies merging [81], [82], [83], [84], [85], [86] and [87].
In CITOM, the integration process builds on the work of our team on merging
ontologies [38] and conceptual schemas [88]. It takes into account the multilingual
nature of our Topic Map.
6.4

Topic Map tools

Topic Map technology is becoming more and more popular. The need for support
tools is inevitable. However, most of them allows manual creation and browsing of
Topic Maps: Mondeca [89], TM4J [44], Topic Map Designer [90], Ontopia Navigator
Framework [45], TM4L ([91], [92]), TMshare [93], tools of Godehardt et al. [94],
TopiMaker [95], TMEd [96], Agorae tool [97], TROPICS [98] etc. Some of them are
domain specific. For some of these tools, navigation is realized via indexes. Each
index corresponds to a topic. Selecting a topic allows us to view information about it.
For other tools, navigation is graphical, usually in the form of hyperbolic trees,
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sometimes with different levels of navigation (class topics, topics, resources). Most of
these tools don’t allow the visualization of the whole Topic Map.
Let us note here the specificity of the tool TROPICS that allows Intra-Topic Map
navigation, Inter-Topic Maps navigation and Merged navigation. It also offers the
possibility of querying the resources using a query string.
Few of them are dedicated to automatic or semi-automatic creation or merging of
Topic Map (ETM Toolkit [99], Tools of Roberson and Dicheva [64], Kasler et al. [58]
and Korthaus et al. [52], Metamorphosis [65], ITM Tool [51], etc.). CITOM tool
allows the generation of Topic Maps, its visualization and browsing.
Topic Map quality
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In our opinion, very few research works have tackled the Topic Map quality issue
[94], [100], [101], [102], [103]. Studies addressing this problem can be classified into
two classes. The first one gathers research works focusing on the evaluation of the
Topic Map quality from the visualization point of view [94], [100]. The second one
concerns research works treating this aspect from the Information Retrieval point of
view [101], [102], [103]. To our knowledge, none of the existing works have
addressed the Topic Map quality issue from the user's point of view or from the Topic
Map evolution point of view. We think that our proposition of meta-properties for the
pruning of Topic Maps, although incomplete and requires further research, will
contribute to this last issue.

Conclusion and future work

AC
CE

In this paper, we have presented CITOM, an incremental approach to build
multilingual Topic Map. CITOM was implemented and tested on a corpus of
documents concerning sustainable construction.
Unlike existing methods, CITOM has the advantage to take into account, through
the definition of usage links between potential questions extracted from all the
possible questioning sources and the associated answers, the future usage of a Topic
Map. Moreover, any potential question (expressed in natural language) represented by
a topic is also connected to each of its constituent keywords via the “is composed of”
link. Thus, information retrieval could be realized not only through navigation but
also through automatic search of “similar questions”.
CITOM takes into consideration multilingual resources. Thus, a user may, when
browsing topics, access to documents that are not in its native language. The great
advantage of this approach, compared to simple translations of answers, is to provide,
the user, documents corresponding to concepts that not exist necessarily in its
language or culture. This is, from our point of view, a cultural enrichment.
Moreover, the underling Topic Map model of CITOM provides usage-based metaproperties that could be used not only for the evaluation of the quality of a Topic Map
but also for a dynamic pruning of topics during the display of the Topic Map or for
the management of its evolution. The Model provides also structural-based meta-
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properties that can contribute to the choice of topics to display (only question, only
themes, etc.).
In our view, there are still several areas that need further study and exploration.
Indeed, the CITOM validation step is until now performed by the creator of the Topic
Map. In the near future, we will focus on this step to propose a collaborative
validation approach involving different domain experts.
Another enrichment will be to extend and improve the Topic Map pruning process
by integrating new criteria (meta-properties) to evaluate Topic relevance and by
defining meta-properties for the other elements of the Topic Map like associations.
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